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DESCRIPTION
HD Aluminum Tripod 

ITEM#
0261

This all-fiberglass heavy-duty tripod features proven         
tripod design concepts. It’s totally waterproof, so longer 
term setups in adverse weather conditions is not a problem.
This tripod employs dual clamps for fast, stable setups. The 
quick clamps are made of metal with plated friction washers 
which also contribute to a fast setup.

This heavy-duty aluminum tripod accommodates 5/8 x 11 
instruments. It has telescoping legs, allowing for setup at 
various heights. This tripod is ideal for mounting lasers and 
auto levels.

The Tri-Max® by Crain is without a doubt the best instru-
ment tripod on the market today. It’s the only surveying-
grade tripod with certified accuracy – highly recommended 
for all servo-driven and robotic total stations and 3-D laser 
scanners.This tripod easily meets the ISO 12858-2-H stan-
dard for the stability of instrument tripods.  

The SECO® heavy-duty aluminum tripod has an adjustable 
center column.  The tripod extends to 7.6 ft (2.3 m), with 
its rack-and-pinion lift system. It features a built-in circular 
vial in the instrument head, quick clamp legs, and black 
hardware.  Safety chains on the legs prevent slipping on 
hard surfaces.

This dual clamp heavy duty all alluminum tripod has extra-
long shoes with large spurs for greater anchoring power, 
and hardened steel, replaceable tripod shoe tips. Also, it has 
convenient dual screw-style leg and quick release clamp  
assembly for faster setup times. 

DESCRIPTION
Dual Clamp Fiberglass Tripod

ITEM#
0265

DESCRIPTION
Dual Clamp Aluminum Tripod

ITEM#
2840

 DESCRIPTION
Tri-Max Tripod

ITEM#
0264

DESCRIPTION
Elevating Alumminum Tripod

ITEM#
0295
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Tripod Brackets

            DESCRIPTION
Recon/Nomad Tripod Bracket
Ranger Tripod Bracket

ITEM#
0336

Tripod Stabilizer

DESCRIPTION
Tripod Stabilizer

ITEM#
0325

This tripod stabilizer provides extra stability on concrete 
and other hard suraces.  Highly recommended on windy 
days.

This tripod bracket holds data collectors to instrument      
tripod.

Tribrachs

DESCRIPTION
Euro Tribrach w/OP

ITEM#
3314

This high-quality tribrach features an optical plummet and 
2X magnification and a twist focus. Its reticule is composed 
of two small concentric circles. With a sighting distance of 
0.3 m to 15 m, the tribrach has an accuracy of 0.5 mm per 
1.5 m. It also has a locking forced-centering knob, a 5/8 x 
11 base and an 8-minute circular vial.

Tribrach Adjuster

            DESCRIPTION
Tribrach Bubble Adjuster

Use this tool for checking and adjusting optical plummet 
tribrachs & tribrach bubbles.

ITEM#
0536

Tribrach Adapter

            DESCRIPTION
Rotating Tribrach  Adapter

The rotating friction-top adapter allows the prism to be 
pointed after installation in the tribrach. 

ITEM#
1234
1237
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There are many more 
products available to us. 
So, if there is a specific 
item you need, give us a 
call. 


